The resonance lines in Lit (2s S -2p P) and Nat (3s S-3p P} have recently attracted a great deal of interest [1] [2] [3] Let us start by investigating lithium, keeping in mind that we ultimately are interested in more complex systems. The light lithium atom presents an experiment with quite a challenge, while this three-electron system can be treated very accurately by a number of different theories. The most accurate experimental results, judging from the error bars, is the beam-laser one by Gaupp, Kuske, and Andra [4] . The To treat core-valence correlation (or core polarization) in lithium, we include all CSF's of the form, 1s nl and 1sn'l'n "l" . (2) We will label this approach, which only includes core polarization, MCHF-CP. The results from calculations for active sets with n,"up to 7 are given in Fig. 1 The full-correlation approach used for lithium is not feasible for larger systems, such as sodium. We will therefore attempt to devise a simplified approach to include core-core correlation (or at least estimate the importance of it). We will label this method MCHF-CCP. There are two important properties of the full MCHF calculations of Tong, Jonsson, and Fischer that are hard to generalize. First, the fact that core-core correlation is included would, for sodium, give a fast growing number of CSF's as a function of the size of the active set.
Second, all orbitals are separately optimized on the two states. For sodium we will need to keep, at least, the core orbitals common.
We base the MCHF-CCP approach on the observation that one of the most important contributions from the inclusion of core-core correlation is indirect, via the effect on the outer orbitals. We therefore will use a method that includes both core polarization and core-core correlation in the first few steps, and then concentrate on only the more important former effect. For lithium we start by obtaining a 1s orbital from a Hartree-Fock calculation on 1s 2s S. This is kept fixed for the rest of the calcula-tions. Next, we perform full correlation calculations for active sets with n, "=2and 3, i.e. , we include all CSF's of the unrestricted form nln'l'n "I". 1snln 'I', n, n '~7 . (4) This implies that core-core correlation is represented only in the first two steps, and after that we concentrate on the core-valence correlation. The results are again given in Fig. 1 [18] . Jt is clear, from Table I and Fig. 2 [19] , obtained by the same technique as for lithium, agrees perfectly with the experimental value of Gaupp, Kuske, and Andra. Laughlin [20] .25
1/n, " in active set We perform a number of different sets of MCHF calculations to investigate the importance of different effects. The MCHF-CP approach for sodium, with only core polarization included, involves three steps. The first, labeled CP(2p), includes only polarization of the 2p subshell. This is done by including all CSF of the forms ls 2s 2p nl and ls 2s 2p n'l'n "I" . (5) With n, "=8 this involves 290 (665} CSF's for the S ('&).
The second set, labeled CP(2s, 2p), includes also correlation between the 2s subshell and the outer 3s or 3p electron. This implies inclusion of CSF, in addition to the ones above, of the form 1s 2s2p nln'I', (6) an approach that gives 453 and 939 CSF's for the two states involved, when n "=8.
Finally, the polarization of the 1s subshell is also added, through inclusion of CSF of the form 1s2s 2p nln'1' (7) in a calculation labeled CP( ls, 2s, 2p). The final step, with n, "=8 involves in this case 616 and 1223 (CSF's).
The core orbitals (ls, 2s, and 2p} are obtained through a Hartree-Pock calculation on the ground state 3s S.
%'e investigated the effect of choosing different cores, such as the one optimized on the excited 3p P state, but the difference decreases when the active set increases and for n, "=6was less than 0.02 a.u. in line strength.
The final MCHF-CCP set of calculations includes, in addition to the set of CSF's in the CP(ls, 2s, 2p) calculations, also configurations of the type 1$2$2p nln'l'n "l", 1$2$2p nln'l'n "l", 1$2p nln'l'n "l", but only for the first two steps in the active sets, that is, for n "=3 and 4. We therefore include both core polarization and core-core correlation in the first two steps, and after that concentrate on the former. This is as close as possible to the MCHF-CCP calculation we performed for lithium. At least it should give a quite reliable estimate of core-core effects on the line strength. For n, "=8the number of CSF's are for this approach 1017 and 2207, respectively, for the two terms under consideration. Due to limitations in the present version of the MCHF package, we also have to exclude some of the contributions to the transition matrix element, involving three overlaps. They are of the form (c;c~' coefficient) X (2s~E1~2p ) (nl~nl ) (n'I'~n'1') (n "I'~n "1" ), which appear for transitions between states of the form, 2$2p nln'l'n "l"~2 $2p nln'l'n "l" or 2$2p nln'l'n "l"~2 p nln'l'n "l" .
The product of the two weights (c;c') is less than 0.02 for all possible contributions, and the size of the (2s~E1~2p ) is about five "times" smaller than the (3s~E1~3p) element. This leads immediately to a factor of 4X10 in the relative size of the contributions of this form, and the major contributions to the total matrix element. With the additional observation that the most important contributions come from matrix elements with the 3$ occupied in the "lower" CSF, and 3p in the "upper, " e. g., (2s 2p 3snp~E1~2s2p 3pn'sn "p ), we can conclude that the product of the three overlaps is small ( (0.07). This is due to the fact that the outer 3 
